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Abstract -Interruption of AC is easier due to natural occuring of
zero crossings. In DC, zero crossings is achieved by Forced
commutation technique. In this paper an alternative counter
voltage(ACV) DC Hybrid Circuit breaker(DC-HCB) is modeled using
EMTP/ATP tool, Results show that, ACV DC-HCB can interrupt DC
with in 5ms with a source voltage of upto 1 KV.

1.Introduction

The circuit breaker(CB) plays imprtant role in an electrical systems
that ensures safety, and maintain performance of electrical system. It
is used to break the excess current produced in case of fault in an
electrical system, thus prevent the electrical equipments to damage
and maintain the steady state of the system. Three types of CBs are
being used in these days.1)Mechanical Circuit Breaker(MCB)
2)Solid-state circuit breaker(SSCB) 3)Hybrid Circuit braker(HCB).The
classical MCB have mechanical parts to interrupt the current, thus
interruption time to interrupt the DC is long. The core equipments of
SSCB are power electronic devices such as SCRs, IGBTs and GTOs.
Interruption time of SSCB is relatively small as compared with the
MCB due to the absence of any mechanical part. The conduction
losses in SSCB are very high due to high on state resistance, In
addition to this, SSCBs are restricted to only low voltage and current
applications due to the use of Power electronic devices. A
combination of MCB and SSCB is known as HCB. In HCB main
current passed through MCB while fault current is shifted towards
Power electronics devices used in HCB.
Breakdown of AC is easier than DC due to the natural occuring of
zero crossings. Since DC has no naturally occuring zero crossings, it
is achieved by different commutation techniques. Some points should
be taken into consideration while designing a DC-CB. 1) Interruption
time of the CB should be very short i.e with in 3-5 ms. 2)Due to
interruption, voltage increases, this increase in voltage may damage
the semi conductor devices, hence overvoltage produced by the
interruption should be with in limits.3) The equipment used in CB e.g
semiconductor devices must not be expensive [1].

2. DC Interruption Techniques

 2.1 Inroducing an oscillatory current component on the    
                             DC
One technique to interrupt the DC is, by introducing an oscillatory
current component such as passive LC resonance circuit in to the
circuit as shown in Fig.1. [2]. After detection of fault mechanical
contacts of CB open, providing a series resonance capacitor inductor
path, hence makes a zero crossing in the DC path, allowing the CB
to overcome the arc produced during interruption.

<Figure 1> Structure of Passive Mode DC HCB

 2.2 Imposing a counter voltage 

Another technique of current zero crossing is inducing a counter
voltage, using pre-charged capacitors in parallel with the MCB as
shown in Fig.2 [3]. After detection of fault CB opens, the energy
stored in the inductor LT is shifted to the commutation capacitor.
Energy absorber is used dissipate the energy.

                              

<Figure 2> Structure of Counter Mode topology in  DC HCB

 2.2 Paralleling a non-linear resistor(MOV)
Paralleling a non-linear resistor with the SSCB is also one of the
technique used to interrupt the DC as shown in Fig.3 [4]. As
nonlinear resistor is connected in parallel with the SSCB, after
detecting the fault at the load end of the SSCB, SSCB opens and the
load current transferred towards the non linear varistor for
commutation.

<Figure 3> DC HCB paralleling a non liear resistor

          3. Alternative counter voltage (ACV) DC-HCB

 3.1 ACV DC-HCB Configuration
ACV DC-HCB configuration is the revised version of the
interruption technique used in [3].In this configuration two parallel
commutation path technique is used ,the primary commutation path
and the secondary commutation path. Each path include a SSCB and
pre-charged capacitors. Both capacitors Ccp and Ccs are precharged
to the same voltage level Vpre. In steady state condition, MCB
conducts the main current and the main commutation switch Tcom,
the primary commutation switch Tp and the secondary commutation
switch Ts are open. Two other auxiliary switches Ss and Sp also
works during the interruption process as shown in Fig.4.

<Figure 4> ACV DC-HCB Configuration
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It is necessary that Tcom switch must be fully controlled whereas
other four switches can be half controlled. Using the two
commutation paths, the maximum voltage of each commutation
capacitor can be controlled in ACV DC-HCB. In this HCB relatively
smaller commutation capacitor can be used as compared to the
traditional counter voltage DC-HCBs.

3.2 ACV DC-HCB working
 Working of ACV DC-HCB is divided into different time intervals
After detecting the fault at t1 the fault identifying unit send a signal
to the main MCB and also turn on signal is also sent to Tcom, at t2
when line current Is reaches the trip current level Itrip. MCB starts
to open producing an arc.At t3 current commutation is completed and
Is flows through the main commutation path Icom. At t3 IB reaches
to zero by turning off Tcom and turning on the Tp. During time
interval Tcap1, Is carries the primary commutation path (Icp).The
primary capacitor Ccp charges and reaches the maximum voltage
Vmax. At t4 Ts closes, due to increase in voltage of the primary
capacitor Vcp. During the time interval Tcap2 ,Is is carried by
secondary commutation path Ics, and Ccs charges and reaches to
maximum voltage Vmax at t5. Sp is closed after t4 and Ccp
discahrges to pre-charged voltage Vpre before the time interval Tcap2
ends. During the time interval Tcap3,Is is carried by the primary
commutation path and eventually reduces to zero at t6.

 3.3 Simulation Results of  ACV DC-HCB
Following Figure5 shows the simulation results of whole ACV
DC-HCB working, The fault occuring ,interruption process and
commutation process.

 <Figure 5> ACV DC-HCB Working

The aboe figure is splitted into its parts according to the working of
each component in order to understand the whole ACV DC-HCB
interruption process.

                   <Figure 6> the line current Is 

which increseas at t=0.015s due to the fault. When Is increases to
Itrip the MCB opens along with turning on the main commutation
path .Due to the MCB opening arc will produce as commutation
switch Tcom is on, the excess current will be commutated towatds
Tcom.

            <Figure 7> the fault current of the MCB 

Fault Curretn which is also called main breaker current IB .This
current is same as line current

<Figure 8> the main commutation current Icom

<Figure 9> the Primary commutation current Icp

<Figure 10> the Secondary commutation current Ics

 4. Conclusion

The Results of Fig 5 shows that ACV DC-HCB can interript DC
with in 5ms while the source vltage is 1 KV.
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